Other Individuals Buried in the Rock Springs Plantation Cemetery

John Whitfield found records verifying the names of additional individuals interred in the cemetery between 1855 and 1958. Though the exact locations of the graves are unknown. He believes these individuals were buried in ten family clusters:

- Kemp with Harry B., Vallie, Ann, Edward, Cota and Mary Bell Cobb Penn.
- Martha Ann Reynolds Penn with Elizabeth Penn Reynolds and Earnest P., Henry C. and Henry Penn.
- Richard Dick with Pennie and Susan Penn.
- Richard Dick Penn with Sam Penn.
- Peter with Sarah, William L. and Nannie Lee Reynolds.
- Letty Reynolds with Mary Adline Cobb.
- Delilah with Mary, Nanna, and Adline Reynolds.
- Rhoda Reynolds and a two-month old male.
- Peter, Sally and Mary Reynolds.
- Mack, Thomas and Wesley Reynolds.

Illustration is based on a survey of the cemetery by Michael Barber (2001)

Names in black ink indicate marked graves
Names in red ink indicate potential grave sites based on research by John Whitfield (2016)